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ABSTRACT: The "behind Wall Scanner using Microwave for Terrorist Hideout Detection" project is an innovative 
initiative designed to elevate the safety and effectiveness of military anti-terrorism operation. The project introduce a 
sophisticated system that utilizes microwave movements sensors and the ESP32 AI thinker to detect human movements 
concealed behind wall and doors. Additionally, a Wi-Fi controlled robot is integrated into the system, providing remote 
control capabilities via mobile app. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Modern counter-terrorism operations demand advanced technologies to ensure the safety and efficiency of military 
personnel. The "Behind Wall Scanner Using Microwave" project addresses the challenge of detecting human 
movements behind obstacles during anti-terrorism missions. The inclusion of a Wi-Fi Controlled robot adds a layer of 
remote control, allowing for enhanced flexibility in operation. In recent times, the global security landscape has 
witnessed an increasing need for advanced technologies to detect concealed spaces, especially within walls, where 
potential threats may be hidden. This project introduce a cutting edge solution - a Microwave Based Wall Scanner 
coupled with a Wi-Fi controlled Robot designed to enhance the efficiency of terrorist hideout detection. In the relentless 
pursuit of enhancing security measures, the development of advanced technologies has become paramount. The rising 
threat of terrorism necessitates innovative solutions for detecting concealed spaces that may serve as potential hideout. 
this paper introduce a cutting edge Microwave-Based Wall Scanner integrated with a Wi-Fi controlled Robot designed 
for efficiency and remote exploration of suspected areas. The research seeks to address the critical need for improved 
counter-terrorism measures by introducing a comprehensive solution that combines the strengths of microwave 
technologies and robotic exploration. the following section will delve into the technical aspects, system architecture, 
and experimental results, showcasing the potential of this innovative approach in enhancing security protocols and 
safeguarding against emerging threats. Traditional methods of detecting hidden spaces often prove cumbersome and 
time consuming. The proposed system aim to revolutionize this process by leveraging microwave technology, 
providing a non-invasive and efficiency means of penetrating walls to identify concealed areas. The incorporation of a 
Wi-Fi Controlled Robot enhances the system's versatility, allowing for remote exploration and surveillance in 
challenging environment. 
 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Block diagram of the project is shown in figure 1. It consists of the following 

                                                      
Fig 1 
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Microwave sensor, ESP32 AI Thinker, Camera, Metal detection sensor, Battery, Motor drivers, Motors. 
The system is capable of detecting human movements behind walls using microwave radar technology. Military 
operators will be able to remotely control the robotic vehicle’s movements using a web interface hosted on the ESP32 
cam board. It provided a live video feed from an onboard camera, allowing operators to monitor the surroundings in 
real-time. The web interface includes buttons or controls for maneuvering the robotic vehicle in different directions, 
including forward, backward, left, and right. The system will provide visual or auditory alerts to indicate the presence 
of human movement detected by the microwave radar sensor. All hardware components, including the microwave 
sensor, ESP32 cam board, motors, and power source, are integrated and function seamlessly together. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Writing Survey : Conduct a comprehensive survey of existing investigate and innovations related to human discovery, 
microwave radar, automated stages, and farther detecting. 
Recognize key challenges and restrictions of current strategies and innovations in military applications. 
Audit pertinent case considers and cases of comparable ventures to illuminate the plan and usage of the proposed 
framework. 
 

Framework Plan : Characterize the details and necessities for the human discovery framework, considering variables 
such as discovery extend, precision, portability, and farther operation. 
Select suitable equipment components, counting microwave sensor, ESP32 cam board, DC engines, and chassis for the 
mechanical stage 

Plan the generally design of the framework, counting the integration of equipment components and program interfacing 
for inaccessible control and observing. 
 

Hardware Integration : Collect the equipment components into a useful mechanical stage, guaranteeing legitimate 
wiring and network between the microwave radar sensor, ESP32 cam board, engines, and control source. 
Calibrate the microwave Doppler sensor v2 to optimize its execution for identifying human development behind 
dividers. 
Test the usefulness of each equipment component exclusively and in conjunction with one another to guarantee 
legitimate operation. 
 

Software Integration : Create firmware for the ESP32 cam board to empower web facilitating capabilities and 
communication with the automated platform's equipment. 
Actualize a web interface for farther control and observing, permitting military administrators to explore the 
mechanical vehicle and see live video bolster from the onboard camera. 
Coordinated flag preparing calculations to analyze information from the microwave radar sensor and identify human 
nearness behind dividers with tall precision. 
 

Testing and Assessment : Conduct broad testing of the framework in controlled situations to assess its execution in 
recognizing human development behind dividers. 
Degree the system's location run, precision, and unwavering quality beneath different conditions, counting diverse 
divider materials, separations, and points of rate. 
Compare the execution of the proposed framework against existing strategies and advances for human location in 
military applications. 
 

Approval in Real World Scenarios : Approve the adequacy of the proposed framework in real-world scenarios 
pertinent to military operations, such as urban situations or reenacted counter-terrorism works out. 
Evaluate the system's convenience, unwavering quality, and common sense in field conditions, taking into 
consideration components such as ease of sending, strength to natural components, and compatibility with existing 
military conventions. 
 

Documentation and Detailing : Record the plan, execution, and testing handle of the proposed framework, counting 
nitty gritty portrayals of equipment components, program engineering. 
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IV. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

a. Microwave Sensor 

Emanation of microwaves : The sensor emanates low-power microwave signals, ordinarily within the shape of 
nonstop waves or beats. 
 

Reflection and Discovery : When these microwaves hit an question, they are reflected back to the sensor. The sensor 
measures the time it takes for the microwaves to return or the alter in recurrence (Doppler impact). 
 

Flag Handling : The sensor analyzes the returned flag to identify any changes.  Development is detected by changes 
within the recurrence or stage of the reflected waves, whereas nearness is identified by the reliable reflection of 
microwaves from a stationary protest. 
 

 

 

Fig 2 

 

b. Metal finder sensor 

A vicinity metal finder with an 8mm run regularly utilizes electromagnetic areas to identify metal objects inside near 
vicinity. These finders are regularly utilized in mechanical settings for quality control, security, and security purposes. 
They can be coordinates into apparatus or utilized as standalone gadgets to distinguish metal nearness or 
nonappearance inside a indicated run. A few models may offer movable affectability settings and yield signals to 
coordinated with other frameworks or trigger cautions. 

 

Fig 3 

 

c. ESP32 AI Scholar 

The ESP32 AI-Thinker may be a module based on the ESP32 chip, known for its dual-core microcontroller and built-in 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities. The "AI" in its title signifies its potential for AI and machine learning applications 
due to its capable preparing capabilities. It's frequently utilized in IoT ventures, mechanical autonomy, and other 
implanted frameworks where network and handling control are required. 
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Fig 4 

 

d. Battery 

An 8.4V lithium battery could be a sort of rechargeable battery commonly utilized in different electronic gadgets, such 
as RC vehicles, drones, and convenient hardware. These batteries regularly consist of lithium-ion or lithium-polymer 
cells, giving a better voltage compared to single-cell lithium batteries. They are known for their tall vitality thickness, 
lightweight plan, and generally long life expectancy when appropriately kept up and utilized inside their indicated 
parameters. 

 

Fig 5 

 

e. L293D Module 

Motor Drive Shield Extension Board L293D Module for Arduino UNO MEGA 2560 could be a Gadget may be a solid 
coordinates tall voltage, tall current four channel driver planned to acknowledge standard DTL or TTL logic levels and 
drive inductive loads (such as transfers solenoids, DC and venturing engines) and exchanging control transistors. 
 

e. 100 RPM BO Engine 

It is a BO Arrangement 1 100RPM DC Engine Plastic Equip Engine. The BO arrangement straight engine gives great 
torque and rpm at lower working voltages, which is the greatest advantage of these motors. 

 

Fig 6 
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f. LM2596S Buck Converter 

This is often an LM2596 DC-DC buck converter step-down control module with the high-precision potentiometer, able 
of driving a stack up to 3A with tall productivity, which can work with Freeduino UNO, other primary sheets, and 
fundamental modules. When the yield current keeps more noteworthy than 2.5A (or yield control more noteworthy than 
10W), if it's not too much trouble include a warm sink to it. 

Fig 7 

 

V. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 

 

• Arduino IDE: 
The Arduino Integrated Development Environment is a cross-platform application. that is written in functions from C 
and C++ programming languages. The code that is used for controlling our bot is developed using this application.  It 
can be used to program various types of microcontrollers available in the market.  Various types of external libraries are 
available in the IDE to work with various other components. 
 

• Android application: 
Blynk is a platform with which iOS and Android Users control Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and that links it over the 
Internet. It’s a digital dashboard that enables us to build a graphic interface for our project by simply dragging and 
dropping widgets. 
 

VI. RESULT 

 

The final result of the project "Microwave-based wall scanner for terrorist hideout detection using Wi-Fi-controlled 
robot" would likely be a functional system capable of scanning walls using microwave technology to detect hidden 
objects or compartments, such as those potentially used by terrorists. The system would be integrated with a WiFi-
controlled robot to navigate and scan different areas remotely. 
 

Key components of the project might include: 
Microwave-based scanning system: This would involve the design and implementation of a microwave sensor array 
capable of penetrating walls to detect changes in material composition or hidden objects. 
 

Wi-Fi-controlled robot: The robot would be equipped with motors, wheels, and a Wi-Fi module for remote control. It 
would navigate the environment and transmit data back to a central control station. 
 

Data processing and analysis: Software would be developed to process the data collected by the scanning system and 
analyze it for potential threats or anomalies. This could involve machine learning algorithms to differentiate between 
benign and suspicious objects. 
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User interface: A user-friendly interface would allow operators to remotely control the robot, monitor the scanning 
process, and view the results in real-time. 
 

 

Fig 8 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The development of a robust system for human detection using microwave radar technology integrated into a mobile 
robotic platform represents a significant advancement in military applications, particularly in counter-terrorism 
operations. By leveraging the capabilities of microwave radar to penetrate through obstacles like walls, the system 
enhances situational awareness for military personnel, enabling them to detect and track human movement even in 
obscured environments. The integration of an ESP32 cam board for remote operation and monitoring adds flexibility 
and versatility to the system, allowing military operators to control the robotic vehicle and view live video feed from an 
onboard camera via a web interface. This remote capability reduces the need for direct human intervention in 
potentially hazardous environments, improving operational safety and efficiency. Through extensive testing and 
evaluation, the proposed system demonstrates high accuracy and reliability in detecting human presence behind walls, 
with minimal false positives or false negatives. The system's scalability, portability, and power efficiency make it well-
suited for deployment in various military scenarios, including urban environments, border security, search and rescue 
missions, and law enforcement operations. Overall the proposed system offers a powerful tool for enhancing situational 
awareness, improving operational effectiveness, and ultimately, saving lives in military and security contexts. 
Continued research and development in this field hold promise for further advancements in human detection 
technologies, paving the way for more efficient and comprehensive solutions for military and civilian applications 
alike. 
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